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Fbi special agent education/ training

The FBI needs Special Agents from a wide range of backgrounds and careers who bring unique skill sets that complement our mission-critical work. Our Special Agents implement more than 300 federal statutes, conduct criminal and national security investigations, protect the American people, and
protect the United States Constitution. Some Special Agents use foreign language skills to interview victims of trafficking, apply computer and technology skills to decode malicious codes, use accounting skills to uncover hidden assets, or use communication and collaboration skills to lead a joint agency
investigation. Imagine how your private skills, public service and incredible experiences can turn into a promising career. The FBI is one of the U.S. front-law criminal justice agencies protecting the country from threats and investigating serious crimes. TV shows and movies may offer an exaggerated
depiction of the duties of FBI agents, but the Bureau does not do the exciting, potentially dangerous work that falls out of the territory of the most typical career paths. FBI agents can find themselves collecting intelligence to prevent terrorist threats, investigating organized crime, or pursuing criminals with
the help of other state and local law officials. The Bureau of Labor Statistics prevents criminal inspectors' career opportunities from increasing by 5% between 2018 and 2028. This guide provides an overview of how to be an FBI agent, including training requirements and outlines of the rigorous screening
process applicants must complete. You will also find information about typical FBI agent salaries and what it is needed to move forward on this unique and exciting career path. Ad CriminalJusticeDegreeSchools.com an ad-supported site. Featured or trusted joint programs and all school search, finder or
match results are for schools that balance us. This compensation does not affect our school rankings, resource guidelines or other editorial independent information published on this site. Contact the following schools to discover program formats, transfer requirements, financial aid packages, and more.
Career Definition, Tasks, and Common TasksFBI agents perform a variety of roles, so tasks and responsibilities vary from agent to agent. In general, however, the Bureau is working to investigate and address threats to national security in the United States, both by gathering intelligence and investigating
specific crimes. Accordingly, active agents can perform a wide range of tasks to assist these targets, including intelligence gathering, surveillance, enforcement of search warrants, and arrests. The FBI divides its investigations into several key areas, including cybercrime, white-collar crimes, foreign
counterintelligent, and domestic and foreign terrorism. Agencies may investigate crimes in this area or administrative and administrative roles. Fwe Fwe Join the FBI looking for a typical job and the job can be both unpredictable and challenging. Most agents are expected to work at least 50 hours each
week and be on call 24/7. Agents often work weekends and holidays, as major criminal activity and threats can occur at all times. Agents should also be willing to carry a firearm, use deadly force, and expose themselves to potential bodily harm. Steps to Become an FBI Agent keeps a broad list of general
eligibility requirements for FBI employment. Applicants must be between the ages of 23 and 36, have U.S. citizenship and have a clean criminal record with no criminal convictions. How much should all FBI agents hold at least one bachelor's degree, and many must have a master's degree or a higher
master's degree. FBI agents often earn degrees in areas such as criminal justice or political science, but the Bureau does not maintain a specific academic basic requirement for applicants. Applicants must have at least two years of full-time professional work experience. Those with master's degrees or
higher can apply with only one year of professional experience. Potential FBI agents must deliver multiple rounds of testing and interviews. The Phase I test primarily measures logic-based reasoning, situational judgment and personality traits. Successful candidates then take the Phase II test, which
includes a structured interview. Candidates must also pass a physical fitness test, drug test, polygraph test and background check. After completing all other steps, candidates report to the FBI Academy in Quantico, Virginia, to complete a 20-week basic training course. FBI Agent Business Training FBI
agents complete new agent training as part of the Bureau's core training course. Field training, including 20 weeks of training and more than 800 hours of training, has four main concentrations: academics, case drills, firearms training and operational skills. It examines a wide selection of subjects such as
academic concentration, law, behavioral science, ethics and forensics. Students gain special skills in interviewing, writing reports, questioning and research. These courses prepare candidates to conduct criminal investigations and conduct counterintelligent and counterterrorism operations. The



concentration of operational skills includes the hands-on work of the FBI, including surveillance, operational planning and tactical driving. Most of this experienced training takes place in the FBI's Hogan's Alley, an elaborate fake town that allows students to hon their skills with simulated exercises. Firearms
training is another important component of an agent's training. The firearms training curriculum, which builds knowledge of the basics of marksman, includes gun guidance, firearm safety, gun-carrying skills, and live-fire training. Students during 28 training sessions They complete 110 hours of firearms
training. Case exercises exercises Complex simulations in all aspects of training. Using Hogan's Alley environment, these exercises simulate key steps in an FBI investigation, from a first tip to the arrest of multiple testanas. While other Useful Skills and Experiences FBI agents require a rare set of skills,
some aspects of the work are similar to another government agency. The FBI lists eight key competencies that identify special agents such as collaboration, communication, adaptation, interpersonal capability, and leadership. The bureau encourages applicants to show evidence of these soft skills on their
resumes. Along with general soft skills, the unique nature of the FBI business requires some other special skills. For example, proficiency in a language other than English can be very valuable, especially for agents interested in counterterrorism and counterintelligent studies. Fluency in languages such as
Chinese, Russian and Arabic can be especially useful for FBI agents. The FBI investigates many types of crimes, and the agency searches for candidates with special skills and work experience in areas that may be useful for investigations. For example, candidates with strong IT skills can run to
investigate cybercrime. The FBI also recognizes military and law enforcement training value, and many agents emerge from these agencies. Some positions, such as the FBI's Hostage Rescue Team, require at least three years of military or law enforcement experience. Ad
CriminalJusticeDegreeSchools.com an ad-supported site. Featured or trusted joint programs and all school search, finder or match results are for schools that balance us. This compensation does not affect our school rankings, resource guidelines or other editorial independent information published on
this site. Contact the following schools to discover program formats, transfer requirements, financial aid packages, and more. Salary and Career OutlookNeer special agents are paid in the GL program for federal law enforcement agencies, entering GL-10 ($51,921/year 2020) at the pay level during their
academy training in Quantico. After the completion of the training, agent salary levels are dictated by field office assignment. After a two-year trial period, agents switch to the overall tariff payment scale, and most agents reach the GS-13 pay level (at least $78,681/year) within five years of service. Most
criminal researchers progress through work experience rather than additional training. FBI agents with special skills or relevant professional backgrounds can advance to special positions that command higher salary levels. Some agents may receive higher salaries in supervisory positions. BLS projects
mean positions for all crime investigators (including FBI agents) will grow by 5% between 2018 and 2028, which will be as fast as the national average. Demand for public safety, even as crime rates fall Special investigations are likely to remain constant, providing employment for FBI agents in the future.
However, FBI jobs will likely remain competitive due to low employee turnover and the specific nature of the business. Frequently Asked Questions What is a typical day for an FBI agent? The varied nature of the work means that FBI agents can have fewer typical days than most workers. But agents often
spend their days investigating crimes, meeting sources and gathering evidence. Agents can specialize in research, such as intelligence analysis or forensic accounting. They usually work at least 50 hours a week and can be extremely unregulated hours, including weekends and holidays. What's the
training of an FBI agent? New agents complete a hard-based training course at the FBI Academy in Quantico, Virginia. The 20-week training involves more than 800 hours of training in four key areas: academics, operational skills, firearms and case exercises. Simulations and other hands-on training
exercises form an important part of the training curriculum. How much do FBI agents make? The salaries of FBI agents vary by experience, location, and assignment location. All agents enter the Bureau at the minimum pay level of GL-10 ($51,921/year as of 2020) and reach the GS-13 payment level
($78,681/year as of 2020) within five years of most services. BlS receives an average annual salary of $63,380 for any criminal investigator. Investigators.
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